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GROUND STAKE BRACES 
 

         
 

Leaning Flag Sets        Ground Stakes with Braces           Vertical Flag Set  

         

THE PROBLEM:      THE SOLUTION:  
Flag Sets Lean        Flag sets remain vertical with Ground Stake Braces      
 

All Feather, Tear Drop, and Vertical Style Outdoor Flag Sets lean or fall over due to 
soft or sandy soil conditions which are caused by rain, sprinklers, and heavy winds.   
The Ground Stake Braces help to provide the traditional Ground Stake the structural 
support it needs to brace it properly so the flagpole remains vertical or upright at all 
as much as possible.  Whether using a 360̊ revolving or stationary style Ground 
Stake, Flag Sets with messages or images on them that lean or fall over makes them 
difficult to read or even a total waste of money.  Cities throughout the United States 
are now beginning to consider issuing fines to those not addressing the problem of 
Flag Sets falling over which has also proved to be a dangerous safety issue to both 
pedestrians and vehicles.  Another added value using Ground Stake Braces is that 
they can help as a possible deterrent against Flag Set theft.  Once the Braces are 
secured in the ground, they hold the Ground Stake so securely in place it makes it 
much more difficult to remove the flag.  The only tool you’ll need to install and 
remove the Ground Stake Braces is a claw style hammer.   
 

► FOB: Maryland 
► Manufactured in USA 
► Specifications: Each set consists of (2) 5” wide X 11” high X 1¼” deep    
     extremely heavy-duty 14 gauge flat galvanized steel Braces with a 1⅛”  
     diameter hole at the top to accommodate a 1” diameter Ground Stake stem.  
     Each 2-piece set is approximately 2 lbs. 
► Ground Stake Braces are a one-time investment if cared for properly and are  
     re-useable.   
 

INSTALLATION & REMOVAL INSTRUCTIONS 
 

             
                Image #1                        Image #2           Image #3                              Image #4 
 

1. Slide the bottom stem of the Ground Stake through the hole at the top of both 
Ground Stake Braces (Image #3). 
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2. After you have pushed or hammered the Ground Stake down as far as possible 
into the ground with both Ground Stake Braces attached (see Image #1), begin 
hammering the Brace (#1 in Image #1) that’s closest to the ground first, then 
hammer down the top Brace (#2 in Image #1) alternating from the top to the 
bottom a little bit at a time until both are flush to the ground (Image #3). 
 

3. Use the claw part of your hammer (Image #4) or any other tool to slide underneath 
the folded edge of the steel Brace and pull up until the Brace along with the entire 
Ground Stake is removed. 

PRICES 
 

Call Jeff Alan for prices at (805) 528-5018 or send us an  
e-mail to info@bannermarketinggroup.com.  
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